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VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

外套 ngoi6 tou3 jacket noun

大褸 daai6 lau1 coat noun

冷衫 laang1 saam1 sweater noun

頸巾 geng2 gan1 scarf noun

帽 mou2 hat noun

手套 sau2 tou3 glove noun

靴 hoe1 boot noun

背心 bui3 sam1 down vest noun

冷帽 laang1 mou5 beanie noun

厚襪 hau5 mat6 thick socks phrase

著幾層衫
zoek3 gei2 cang4 

saam1 layers of clothing sentence

連帽衫 lin4 mou2 saam1 hoodie phrase

手襪 sau2 mat6 mitten noun

耳套 ji5 tou3 earmuffs noun

保暖底衫
bou2 nyun5 dai2 

saam1 thermals phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

外面很冷，快穿上外套。
ngoi6 min6 han2 laang5, faai3 cyun1 soeng5 
ngoi6 tou3. 
Put on your jacket, because it's cold 
outside.

冬天嗰陣我着大褸。
dung1 tin1 go2 zan6 ngo5 zoek3 daai6 lau1. 
In winter I wear a warm coat.
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我昨天穿了新的大褸上學。 
I wore my new coat to school yesterday.

呢件咁靚嘅冷衫你試咗未？
ni1 gin6 gam3 leng3 ge3 laang1 saam1 nei5 si3 
zo2 mei6? 
Have you already tried on this lovely 
sweater?

我唔記得條頸巾放咗喺邊。
ngo5 m4 gei3 dak1 tiu4 geng2 gan1 fong3 zo2 
hai2 bin1. 
I can't remember where I put my scarf.

我鍾意戴牛仔帽。
ngo5 zung1 ji3 daai3 ngau4 zai2 mou2。 
I like to wear cowboy hats.

GRAMMAR

The focus of this lesson is (Title of Grammar Point here) 
Copy and Paste a line from the dialog that uses this grammar point here (If this is a 
romance language, please use italics for this line) 
"Copy and Paste the translation for the line above here" (Please keep quotation marks | 
Find this BLUE in the font color box: top row, third from the right.) 
 
 

Here we enter a textbook style explanation of the grammar point in general. For example: 
usage of grammar point in the conversational context. The language style/register of the 
grammar point (is it formal, informal, slang, standard, idiomatic expression, popular, etc.). An 
example of a situation you will most commonly find the grammar point. An example of a ready 
to use structure of grammar point (for example: To express necessity, use "Il faut" plus an 
infinitive verb). 

(Subtitle of next explanation of grammar point here) (for example: conjugation, singular, 
plural, gender, etc. | Find this BLUE in the font color box: third row, third from the right.) 
 
 

A more detailed explanation of a more specific part of the grammar point. For example, if you 
want to explain more about conjugation, it goes here. If you want to show the different gender 
forms (masculine/feminine), it goes here. 
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Examples of your explanation go here: (if there are more than two examples we use a 
table: see below) 

1. Example in language (Give the example sentence/word here. If this is a romance 
language, please use italics for this line) 
romanization.  (romanization of line above goes here - please delete this line if this is 
a romance language) 
"translation." (translation of the line above goes here, please keep quotation marks) 

2. Example in language (repeat above) 
romanization. "translation."

Construction (if 
necessary) such 
as gender, tense, 
person, etc.

Native Language 
(only italicized for 
romanized 
languages)

Romanization (of 
your example if 
necessary)

"English 
Translation"

Note: The table headings can vary but usually contain at least two of the headings above 
(Native language and English translation). This works very well when you have a lot of 
sample sentences, sample conjugations, etc. 

Examples from this lesson (Here we copy and paste lines from the dialog that contain the 
grammar point) 
 

Examples from this dialog:  
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1. Sentence from dialog in language goes here. (Copy and paste a line from the dialog 
that includes the grammar point - keep italics for romance languages) 
Romanization of sentence here. (Romanization of the line above - you can copy and 
paste from romanization transcript field above - delete this line for romance 
language)  
"translation of sentence." (Translation of the line above - you can copy and paste 
from the transcript field above - please keep quotation marks)

2. Sentence from dialog in language. (repeat above) 
Romanization of sentence. 
"translation of sentence."

Sample Sentences: (Sample Sentences of the grammar point go here. If there are more than 
2 examples, please use a table: see above) 

1. Sample Sentence. (Give the example sentence/word here. If this is a romance 
language, please use italics for this line) 
romanization.  (romanization of line above goes here - please delete this line if this is 
a romance language) 
"translation of sample sentence." (translation of the line above goes here, please 
keep quotation marks)

2. Sample Sentence. 
 romanization. 
 "translation of sample sentence."

Language Tip/Language Expansion/Pronunciation Tip (use this section for anything else) 
 

Add additional information about the grammar point here. For example: placement of the 
adjectives, exceptions, etc. related to the grammar point's theme. Add information on 
pronunciation, etc. Add example questions if necessary.  


